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Chapter 0 : Preliminaries.
This chapter gives a short description of 
the GI/G/1 queueing process in Section 0.0. 
In Section 0.1 an introduction and summary
are provided.
3Section 0.0 A short description of the GI/G/1 queueing 
system.
A single server queue GI/G/1 is completely specified 
by an arrival process, a service process and a queue discipline. 
In the following chapters, it will be assumed that the queue 
discipline is "first come, first served," and that the number 
of customers who may accumulate in the queue is infinite. It
will also be assumed that the arrival process is a stochastic
I
process in which the customers always arrive individually.
Let t denote the moment of arrival of the nth
customer at the service station and assume that the first
customer arrives at time t =0. The interarrival times 1 o
a =t . , - 1 , n n+1 n n= o,l,.„
are required to be independent and identically distributed
non-negative random variables, and we write A(x) for the
common distribution function. It is assumed that the first
00
moment of A(x) , a= Jj^dA(x) is finite and that A(0+)=0.
o  '
At the service station there is only one server. If 
at the moment of arrival of a customer the server is idle, 
service is started immediately. An arriving customer who, 
on his arrival finds the server busy, joins the queue and waits 
for service. Customers are served in order of arrival. Denote 
by s^ the service time of the nth customer, n=0fl,2... The
4variables are independent and identically distributed with
distribution function B(x). It is assumed that the first
00
moment of B(x), b=/xdB(x) is finite and that B(0+)=0. It is
o
also assumed that the arrival process and the service process
are independent stochastic processes.
A busy period of the server is the time interval during
which the server is continuously busy, that is, if the nth
arriving customer finds the server idle, a new busy period
commences at time t , and if r with m£n is the first momentn m
after t at which all the customers who arrived during [t ,r ) n n m
have departed, then the busy period ends at r^ and its duration
is r -t . The busy cycle is the time between two successive m n
moments at which an arriving customer has zero delay, that is, 
the time between the initiation of one busy period and the 
next.
The traffic intensity p=a 1b is an important parameter 
which provides a measure of congestion in the system. If p<l 
we shall call the queue stable since stationary queue length 
and waiting time distributions exist. For p^l on the other 
hand, the term unstable is appropriate since the queue length 
and waiting time tend to infinity in probability as the time 
since the initiation of queueing increases. See for example 
Prabhu [18].
5The foregoing consists of just a brief description 
of the queueing process. For an extensive discussion the 
reader should consult, for example, Cohen [5], Prabhu [18] or 
Takacs [20].
Section 0.1 Introduction and Summary
Even for a stable queue (p<l) , the maximum waiting
time and maximum queue length observed up to time t will tend
to infinity in probability as t becomes large. The growth of
these quantities is clearly of considerable importance in
providing estimates of the congestion likely in a system
operating over a long period. In this thesis we shall be
concerned principally with the problem of finding limit
distributions for the maximum waiting time and maximum queue
length under suitable norming.
In the following let w^ be the waiting time of the nth
customer, and let q^ be the queue length the nth customer
encounters on arrival, also let W =max w. and Q =?max q.
ni*i*n 1 niSij?n 1
be the maximum waiting time and the maximum queue length 
observed up to the moment of arrival of the nth customer. 
Denote by T^ and UN respectively, the maximum waiting time 
and the maximum queue length observed in the ith busy period.
6The question of limiting distributions for the 
waiting time and the queue length q^ as n becomes large, has
been examined by many authors in the GI/G/1 context.
Expressions for the limiting distributions of the waiting 
time and queue length for p<l and a GI/G/1 queueing situation 
can be found for example in Cohen [5]. For a GI/G/1 queue 
with p^l, limiting distributions for the waiting time and 
queue length when suitably normed can be found for example 
in Iglehart and Whitt [14].
For the general GI/G/1 queue, the question of 
limiting distributions for the maximum waiting time and
the maximum queue length as n becomes large, has not 
received much attention. For the case p^l Iglehart and 
Whitt [14] have discussed the limiting distributions of both 
the maximum waiting time and the maximum queue length in the 
GI/G/1 queue. This case admits of a fairly straightforward 
discussion since the growth of the processes is such that W^ 
and behave essentially as w^ and q . When p<l, the problem 
is much more difficult and the only results previously known 
appear to be those of Anderson [l] and Heyde [10] dealing 
with the maximum queue length in the cases M/M/1 and GI/M/1 
respectively.
If the asymptotic behaviour of the distribution of 
T ^ , the maximum waiting time observed in the ith busy period, 
is known, this information can be used to obtain a limit
7distribution for W , the maximum waiting time, as n->°° whenn
p<l. Similarly, if the asymptotic behaviour of the
distribution of ; the maximum queue length observed in the
ith busy period, is known, then a limiting distribution for
Qn can be found for p<l. In Heyde [10], the limiting
distribution of as n becomes, large, is obtained for the
GI/M/1 queue with p<l, using an expression for the asymptotic
behaviour of the distribution of derived in Cohen [6].
Cohen in [j5] gives expressions for the asymptotic
behaviour of the distributions of both T. and U. when p<l,i l
in the GI/M/1 queue (P.617) and the M/G/l queue in which the 
service time distribution has an analytic characteristic 
function (P.612, 613) .
In the first chapter of this work the question of the
limiting distributions of the maximum waiting time and the
maximum queue length in the queues M/G/l and GI/M/1 for p<l,
is discussed. We use methods developed by Heyde in [10], by
which, for example, the behaviour of the distribution of
max T. is considered as n-*-°° , L being the number of busy_ . i n1$1SL n
periods completed just prior to the arrival of the nth
customer. Then using the relation max T,$W <max T.
I^i^L1 n 1 £i£ L +1 1n n
-1 p _ iand the fact that n L -* y for p<l, we obtain a limitingn
distribution for (y is the expected number of customers
served in a busy period) . Using these methods we obtain the
8result that with suitable norming constants, the distributions
of the maximum waiting time and the maximum queue length tend
to proper limit distributions in the GI/M/1 queue and the
M/G/l queue with a service time distribution having an analytic
characteristic function, for p<l.
In fact for GI/M/1 we have the following results for
P<1 (see Theorem 1.2.1).
For any real fixed x, -o°<x<°°,
P (Wn <x+v 1log ny "*”) - exp ( - b e  VX) -* 0
as n-*», and for any fixed integer k, -co<k<«>,
p (Qn <k+[gn l) “ exp (_b ^ ?k fn) + 0
as n->°°. Here gn=(log £  ^) ^log ny 1 and [y] denotes the
integral part of y; v, y , b^, b^, £ are suitably defined
constants, and f is an error term of magnitude less than one.n
When p<l, similar results differing only in the choice of 
constants, can be obtained in the case of the M/G/l queue where 
the service time distribution has an analytic characteristic 
function (see Theorem 1,1.1).
The above results give as a simple corollary (see
-1 P -1 -1 PCorollary 1.2.1) v(logn) Wn->1 and (log C ) (logn) Q -»-1 as
n-*°° . This raises the question of whether appropriate norming
r — 1 Pconstants I $ j can be found such that 3 W ->-1 as n->°°, even n n n
when the limiting distribution of may not exist or not be 
known explicitly. This is the question posed in Chapter 2.
9The question is not answered completely, but it seems
that there is a connection between the existence of a
-1 Psequence of norming constants { 3 ) such that 8 max Y . -*1n n _ r liTiSn *
as n->°° , where the Y  ^ are independent and identically 
distributed random variables with distribution function
P(w$x)=lim P(w $x), and the existence of the relationnn-H»
- I P  , ,8 W -*1 for the same sequence 18 s . n n n
To investigate this problem we must first consider
the circumstances under which (8 } exist such thatn
-1 P8 max Y . ■►I . Considerable work on the limit behaviour of the n , llSiSn
distribution of max Y. when suitably normed, as n->°° , for a
lSi*n 1
set of independent and identically distributed random
variables {Y^} can be found in Gnedenko [9], and later work
such as Anderson [l]. However none of this work appears to
cover the problem at hand«, In Lemma 2.1.1 we find necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a sequence
-1 Pof norming constants (8 ) such that 8 max Y.+l, where then n . l1 £ l £n
Y are independent and identically distributed.
-1 p .It is relatively easy to prove that 8n W^+l if and 
-1 Ponly if 8 max T . ->1 (see Theorem 2.1.1) , and as the T. are n , . i i1 £n
independent and identically distributed we can invoke
- I P  r iLemma 2.1.1 to see if 8 max T . ->1 for some sequence 18 /.n , . l n1 £i Sn
10
However, to do this we need to know the asymptotic behaviour
of P(T^>x) as x-*30. Unfortunately, except in the cases M/G/l
and GI/M/1, little is known about this distribution. A
similar result can be obtained for Q (Theorem 2.1.2); wen
have that for a sequence of norming constants {a },n
- I P  - I Pa Q ->-1 if and only if a max U . -*-l as n->°°. However, we again n n -n . . „ iUi$n
strike the difficulty of determining the asymptotic behaviour 
of P(U^>x) as x->°°.
The second part of Chapter 2 attempts to show that
6 max Y . §1 for some sequence of norming constants { fS }, n i ^ 3 nlSiSn
where the Y^ are independent and identically distributed as
-1 PP(w£x)=lim P (w $x) , implies 3 W ->1. We can make some n n nn->-«>
important conjectures but we have been unable to obtain a 
formal proof. The most we can say is that in the cases 
M/G/l and GI/M/1 our conjectures agree with the known results.
11
Chapter 1. The limiting distributions of the maximum 
waiting time and the maximum queue length in some 
subclasses of the GI/G/1 class of queues.
This chapter deals with the limiting distributions 
of the maximum waiting time and the maximum queue length. 
Sections 1.1 and 1.2 deal with M/G/l and GI/M/1 queues 
respectively for p < 1. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 treat GI/G/1 
for p = 1 and p > 1 respectively. Section 1.5 contains 
some remarks on relations between some relevant queueing 
constants.
12
Section 1.0 Basic definitions.
In this chapter the limit behaviour of the maximum 
waiting time and the maximum queue length for the queues 
M/G/l and GI/M/1 is examined for p < 1, p being the traffic 
intensity. For the sake of completeness, results concerning 
the limit distributions of the maximum waiting time and the 
maximum queue length in the case p $ 1 are also included, 
although the greater part of this work is not new.
For any value of p the maximum queue length and the 
maximum waiting time observed for a single server queue will 
tend to infinity in probability as t, the time from the 
initiation of serving, becomes large. The first two sections 
of this chapter deal with the queues M/G/l and GI/M/1 for 
p < 1. If p < 1, the queue is stable, and it can be shown 
for the queues M/G/l and GI/M/1 that both the maximum 
waiting time and the maximum queue length at time t can be 
expected to be of the order of logt.
The method used to obtain this result has been 
developed by Heyde in (10), and it can be used in any 
GI/G/1 queueing situation with p < 1 to find the limiting 
distribution for the maximum waiting time or the maximum queue 
length at time t as t becomes large; if the asymptotic 
behaviour of the tail of the distribution of the corresponding 
maximum waiting time or maximum queue length in a busy period
13
is known. Cohen (5) gives the required information 
concerning the distribution of the maximum waiting time and 
the maximum queue length in a busy period for the queues 
M/G/l and GI/M/1, but unfortunately little is known about 
these distributions in the general GI/G/1 queueing 
situation.
Sections 3 and 4 deal with the limiting distributions
of the maximum waiting time and maximum queue length in the
GI/G/1 queueing situation with p = 1 and p > 1 respectively.
In the queue GI/G/1, let W , Q , W . Q. be then n t t
maximum waiting time and maximum queue length observed up to
the arrival of the nth customer, or up to time t respectively.
Let Ln and be the number of busy periods completed
prior to the arrival of the nth customer, and up to time t
respectively. Also write p for the expected number of
customers served in a busy period and m for the expected
duration of the busy cycle.
Then, from Heyde (10) we have that for p < 1,
— 1 a . s . 1 . n .n L p as n -> , (0.1)n
and from a well-known result in renewal theory,
t '*'Mta4-S'm  ^ as t -*■ °°, (0.2)
("a.s." denotes almost sure convergence; we shall later use 
"p" in a similar fashion to denote convergence in
probability).
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We shall denote the interarrival time distribution 
by A(x) and the service time distribution by B(x); and we
oo oo
shall also write a =  ^xdA(x) and b = / xdB(x) for the 
first moments of the interarrival time and service time 
distributions respectively.
Section 1.1. The M/G/l queue with a service time
distribution having an analytic characteristic 
function for p < 1.
The major result of this section is the following
theorem.
THEOREM 1.1 Consider any M/G/l queue for p < 1, with a 
service time distribution B(x) having an analytic characteristic 
function, and write ß(s) for the Laplace transform of B(x) and 
s^ for the abscissa of convergence of ß(s). Then for any 
fixed integer k, -<*> < k < <*>,
k-e
P (Q < k+[c ] ) -exp (-b X n) 0 n n 1
as n °°
k-e tp (Qt < k+[c ] )-exp (-b1X ) 0
as t -> 00, and for any fixed real number x, -00 < x < 00,
- H  YP (W < x+ß ) -exp (-b.e ) -*■ 0n n z
15
as n -*■ oo r
— d xP(wfc < x+ßfc)-exp(-b2e ) -+ 0
as t -*• °° where ,
c^=(log X ^ ) 1 (logn-logy), ct=(log X ^ (logt-logm),
ßn = d  ^ (logn-logu) , ßfc = d 1 ./(logt-logm) ,
C — " [<= ] ' n n e t = C» - [»ti*
and [y] denotes the integral part of y. Here X = 1 + ad,
b^ = (a+ß"(-d)) 1 (b-a)ad, b 2 = b.^  X
OO
ß ' ( s )= - / te StdB(t) , Re s > s , o °
and (-d) is the zero of ß(s) + as - 1, Re s < 0, which is 
nearest the imaginary axis»
We shall proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.1.1 via a 
number of lemmas.
Let be the maximum waiting time observed in the ith
busy period and consider the behaviour of max T . , which is
ISiSL 1 n
the maximum waiting time observed in the busy periods which 
have been completed prior to the arrival of the nth customer. 
We have
max T.  ^ W $ max T, (1.1)
l£i$L 1 n IsisL +1 1n n
We shall obtain the limit behaviour of Z = max T. and
Ln l$i*L 1 n
Z and hence that of W by the use of (1.1).1j + i. nn
[ (9+ rt)u] u u l X T_ / J
( a ■ g+x -> z) d
qeqq os eouanbas £uis?sjout-uou auoqououi a uijoj
T = T u T u j
{ 3+x > -i} U = { 9+x > Z}
qU3A3 9^ 'u paxTj JtOa 
u quautapduioo sqx aq a q9T pua{[(p+^ r()u] $ n 2 [(9- rt)u]}
quaAa aqq aqouap a 3-91 «on
ocH-u sb ojaz oqpuaq(z-i)
u sb n -c- n u
I- d I-
9DUTS* pUB
T+[(9+ rt)u]=(: [(9- rt)u]=C o=C
(Z'T) T Z + 2 + 2
» [(9 + T_rt)u] T-[(9-T_rt)u]
(C = un .'ug+x > Nz) a 2 =
U N
( g+x > 1N1z)d
aAaq aw • rt > 9 > 0jooid
’I'T'T uiajoaqi 30 
u 7
quauiaqaqs aqq up pautgap sb bjb g pua p ' q aiaq« ' «n-u sb
u
0 4- ( 9Zq-) dxa - (ug+x > Nz)d x p -
U 100>x>00— 'x jaquinu paaj paxig äub xoj uaqi ' <»<-u sb n_^ ^ u
T“ d I-
qgtM panpBA laßagux aAjqaßau-uou aq Un qaq *T‘T"I YWWa'I
91
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Also ,
P (Z
[n (y
while 
P (Z
[n (y
[n(y 1+6)]
E P(Z , < x+ß ; N = j), r / ™ 1 p % i n n
j=[n(y_1- 6 )] [n(y +6)]
[n (y 1+ 6 )]
E P(ZN < x+ßn ; N n = j)
j=[n(y 1-6)] n
(1 .3 )
S P (Z . < x+ß ; E ).
[»a,-1-«)] " n
, < x+ß ; E )
1-6)] n n
S P (Z < x+ß )
[n(y_1-6)]
{ P ( T < X+ß ) } 1 n
[n(y 1 —6 ) ]
<
1 + 6 ) ]
x+ß ; E ) n n
= P (Z . < x+ß )-P(Z , < x+ß ;
[n (y + 6)] n [n(y +6)]
5 P(Z 1 < x+ß )-P (E )
r , " I  M l  n  n[n(y +6) ]
[n (y 1+ 6 ) ] _
= { P (T < x+ß ) } -P (E ) ,•I n  n
E ) n
18
so that, from (1.3) ,
[n (y 1 + 6) ] _
{P(T < x+ß ) } -P(E )I n  n
[n(y 1+ 6)]
$ E P (Z < x + ß ; N = j)N n n
j=[n(y -6)] n
[n(y 1-6)]
£ {P(T. < x+ß ) }1 n
(1.4)
Now, from the results of Cohen (5) P611, we have for real
x > o ,
_,m i ~ . -dxP(T1 5 x) k>2e
as x -+ 00 , for p < 1 and B(x) having an analytic characteristic 
function; where b>2 and d are defined in the statement of 
Theorem 1.1.1.
Thus, for [n(y d-6)] $ j $ [n(y d+6)], we have
{P(T. < x+ß ) }3
{l - P (T. £ x+ß ) }'1 n
— d (x+ß ) .
{1 - b^e n (l + o(l) ) }3
” d x “ 1exp {jlog(l-b2e n y(l+o(l)))}
exp {-jn 1yb2e dx (l+o(l))}
exp {-jn 1yb2e dX}(l+o(l)),
19
so that
I {P (T1 < x+g^) }:’-exp(-b2e dx) |
= exp(-t>2e dX) I {exp (-b2e d x (jyn 1-1) ) } (l + o (1) ) -1 |
$ I {exp(-b2e_dX(jyn_1-l)) } (l + o (1) )-1\ . (1.5)
Furthermore, since n(y d-6) - 1 < j $ n(y d + 6), we have 
-dxexp(-y6b2e )-1
- dx — "l<exp(-b2e (jyn -1))-1
<exp(b2e d x (y 1+n 1)6)—1,
so that for suitably small 5 we can find a finite constant 
K = K(b2 ,y,x,d) such that
|exp(-b2e dX(jyn 1-l))-l|g:K6
for all sufficiently large n- Thus, there exists an N (<5) 
so large that for n > N,
I{exp(-b2e'd X (jyn_1-l))}(l+o(l))-1|$2k 6
and hence from (1.5)
I {P (T <x+ ß ) }j-exp(-b„e“dx) I^2K6. (1.6)' I n  2 '
It then follows from (1.2) , (1.4) and (1.6) that
|p (Zn <x+ß^)-exp(-b2e dx)|£2k 6+2P(En)
n
and theproof is completed by letting n ->■ 00 and noting that
-1 P -16 can be arbitrarily small. The condition n -*■ y
ensures that P(E ) -*■ o as n oo
20
Let be the maximum queue length observed in the
ith busy period and consider the behaviour of = max U.
L„ ISiSL 1 n
which is the maximum queue length observed in the busy periods 
completed prior to the arrival of the nth customer. We have
max U . $ Q $ max U .,
ISijCL 1 n ISiSL +1 1 n n
(1.7)
The limit behaviour of Y = max U. can be obtained
Ln ISiSL 1 n
in the same manner as for max T., using a result of Cohen [5]
ISiSL 1 n
P611. For p < 1  and B(x) having an analytic characteristic 
function,
P(*U > k)~ b1Xk (1.8)
as integer k -*■ 00, where b^ and X are defined in the statement 
of Theorem 1,1.1. This gives the following result.
Lemma 1.1.2, Let be non-negative integer valued with 
-1 P -1n N -> y as n ->- °°. ■ Then for any fixed integer k, -o°<k<«>, n
k-e
P (Y <k+[c ]) - exp (-b. X ) ON n 1
as n -*■ 00, where PfU^l) ~ b^X as 1 -> 00 (1 an integer) , and
c = (log X ^) ^(logn-logy) as defined in Theorem 1.1.1.
The corresponding results for Q and using
-1 p -it R -*■ m are similarly obtained by considering
Y = max U. and Z = max T. respectively. The proofs are 
t l$i^Rt 1 Rt U i < R  1
omitted.
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Lemma 1.1.3. Let R be non-negative integer valued with 
-1 P -1t R -* m . Then for any fixed real number x, -«xx<°° ,
— H xP(ZR <x+(3t) - exp(-b2e ) -* 0
”  d. Vas t -»■ 00, where P(T^^y) ~ b2e as y -> 00 and
= d 1 (logt - logm) as defined in Theorem 1.1.1.
Lemma 1.1.4. Let R be non-negative integer valued with 
-1 P -1t R -> m as t •> 00. Then, for any fixed integer k, -«xko»,
k-e
P(Yr <k+[ct]) - expf-b.^ ') ■* O
£as t -*■ 00, where P(U^££) ~ b^A as Z -*■ 00 (SL an integer) and 
c =(logX ^) ■*“ (logt-logm) as defined in Theorem 1.1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.1. We have from the definitions of M
and L , n
max U . £ Q $ max U. (1.9)
lSiSL 1 n l£i£L +1 1n n
max U. $ Q £ max U. (1.10)
lifi!?Mt 1 l£i£Mt+l 1
max T. $ W $ max T. (1.11)
1£i£L 1 n l$i$L +1 1n n
max T. $ W $ max T. (1.12)
l$i$Mt 1 l$iSMt+l 1
We also have from (1.9) that
22
P( max U .<k+[c ]) $ P(Q <k+[c ]), . , i n  n nl$i$L +1 n
$ P ( max U .<k+[c ]),
ISiSL 1 nn
-1 P -1 -1 P -1while n L ->- y a n d n  (L+l) -> y using (0.1). The n n
required result follows using Lemma 1.1.2. The proofs are
similar for W , (0 n t and W using Lemma 1.1.1, Lemma 1 .1.4 and
-1 P -1 -1 P -1Lemma 1.1.3 respectively , and. t Mt * m , t (Mt+1) -* m to
-1 P -1replace the result n Ln -*■ y in the case of C) and t V
-i P -1 P"Corollary 1.1.1 (&')n wn 1 / (cn> Q + 1, n
-1 P -1 Pas n 00, and (3p Wt -*■ 1 , (Ct} Qt - 1»
-1 -1 -1as t ■> °° . Her e , =n d logn, c " n = (logX X) logn ,
-1 -1 -1and = d logt, Ct = (logX x) logt.
— 1 PProof. We will show that (3') Vf -*■ 1 as n -* 00 • Given ° > o ---—  n n j  X
we can choose X = X(6) so large that exp(-b2e )>1-6 and 
d Xexp (-b2e ' ) <6 . Then from Theorem 1.1.1,
p( -x+3  $ w < x+3 )n n n
/ v. -ax.  .. , , dX= exp(“b^e ) - exp(-b2e ) +
where 0 -H- O as n ->• 00. Hence, for n sufficiently large,n
I0^|<6 and,
P(-X+3 £ W < X+3 ) > 1-36n n n (1.13)
Now, for any e > o and n sufficiently large,
P ( (1-e)3 < W < (1 + e)ß )n n n
 ^ P(-X+3 $ W < X+3 )n n n
> 1 - 3 6
from (1.13). Since 6 and e are arbitrary it follows that 
-1 Pß W -> 1 and the result is obtained by noting that n n
ß ~ ß " = d  ^ logn as n -* 00. n n 3
The results for W , Q and Q follow in a similart n t
manner and so the Corollary is established.
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Section 1.2. The GI/M/1 queue for p < 1.
Theorem 1.2.1. Consider any GI/M/1 queue with p < 1, and
a(s) denoting the Laplace transform of A(x) the interarrival 
distribution. Then for any fixed integer k, -oo<k<oo,
k- f
p (Qn < k + [gn ]> " (-b 3 £ n ) -► 0
as n -*■ 00,
k_ftP(Qt < k+[gfc]) - exp ) ■> 0
as t -»■ 00, and for any real x, -*oo<x <oo,
P (Wn < x+h ) n
-\)Y- exp (-b4e ) -> 0
as n -* 0 0 ,
P (W < *+hti - exp (~b4e VX) -*■ 0
as t -> » where,
gn = (log? 1 ) 1 (logn-logy), fn = gn - [*»]•
gt = d o g s “1)  ^ (logt-logm), ft = gt - [ g t I.
h = n v b (logn-logy), h = v
-1 (1ogt- logm),
and [y] denotes the integral part of Y • Here 1
r-HIIkJ'
b 3 =
-1 , . b ( a (v)+b) , b 4 = b 3S and
P
V W II 1 r+ 
8
 
CD
1 S bd A (t ) , Re s £ o ,
o
where v is the only positive real zero of a(s) + bs - 1.
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«
The proof is essentially the same as that of 
Theorem 1.1.1 of the previous section using results of Cohen 
[5] P617 and is consequently omitted.
Corollary 1.2.1. 
as n -»■ ,
as t -*■ , where
and
-1 P _ i p(h") "w + 1, (g') Q -*■ 1,n n n n
(h')_1wt E 1, (g;>-1Qt s 1,
g' = (log? ^ ^  logn, h^ = v ^logn,
- 1 - 1  „ -lg' = (log? ) logt, h^ = v logt.
The proof follows as before.
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Section 1.3. The GI/G/1 queue for p = 1.
In order to use the methods of the previous two
sections to investigate the limit behaviour of W and Q , itn n
-1 Pis necessary to find a result of the form a L -* 1 , for somen n
sequence of real constants {a^}, a^ -*■ 00 as n -> °°, to replace 
- 1  a . s . _ ]_n -* y which holds only when p < 1. Such a sequence
of constants does not always exist, and the next three
lemmas specify necessary conditions for the existance of such
a sequence when p = 1.
In the system under consideration, the first
customer arrives at time t = 0 and finds the queue empty.
Subsequent customers arrive at times t , n £ 1, and then
customers have service times s , n £ o. We write
n  in-1 n
X = s  - ( t  ,-t ), n £ o, S = IX. and K = I V., Kn n n+1 n n . l n . . l n1=0 1=1
being the total number of customers served during the first n
busy periods, and being the number of customers served in 
a single busy period.
We can regard the completion of a busy period as the
occurrence of a recurrent event e, so that represents the
time between successive occurrences of e. That is, the
recurrence time distribution and the distribution of V. havel
the same probability generating function F(t). In Lemma 1.3.1
we shall apply a theorem from the theory of recurrent events
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to prove that if P (V^ > h) varies regularly as h -* °°, then a
— 1 Psequence {a } such that a L -*• 1 as n -* °°, cannot exist. In n n n
Lemma 1.3.2 we shall find a sufficient condition for the
-1 Pexistence of a sequence {d } such that d K -* 1 as n ->- 00.n n n
We have that P(K $ k) = P(L, > n), and we use thisn k
relationship in Lemma 1.3.3 to show that when fairly general 
conditions are imposed on the d^, the existence of a sequence
_ 1 p
{d } such that d K -*■ 1 , implies the existence of {a } such n n n n
-1 Pthat a L -*■ 1. n n
OO
In the following F(t) = £ f tn , where f , n 1,, n nn = l
is the probability that n customers will be served during a
OO
busy period. We shall also write 0(t) = £ q t , wherenn=oOO
q = £ f is the probability that more than n customers
n r=n+l r
are served in a busy period.
Lemma 1.3.1. With the exception of the case a = o, L whenn
suitably normed has a proper limit distribution if and only
if /
lim n_1 {P(S, > 0) +... + P(S > 0)} = a1 nn-*00
exists, and this limit is then of the form,
lim P (L 5 q x) n n
n -»°o
, -(l-o) ,(x ) ,
(l-o)
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where G0 (x) is the stable distribution whose characteristicp
function is given by
ttJi_ J]_3_
Y g (t) = exp {-|t|P (cos 2 - i sin 2 sgn t) r(l-ß)};
o < ß < 1.
Proof. Suppose that
lim n 1 {P(S1 > o) + ... + P(S > o)} = a  (3.1)1 n
exists. Then from Prabhu [18] P146,
oo
F(t) = 1 - exp {- E n '*'tnp(S $ o)}n
and hence ,
OO
(1-t) °t_1 (1-F (t) ) = exp { E n_1tn (P(S > o) - a)}
n nn=l
= L ((1-t)-1),
in the notation of Heyde [11]. It is shown in Heyde [ll] 
that L ( (1 -1) ^) is slowly varying as t ->■ 1 .
Thus, as Q (t) = (1-t) 1 (l-F(t))
(1-t)° Q(t) = L((1-t)_1)
and using the Tauberian theorem, Theorem 5, P423 of Feller [7] 
we obtain,
q + q. + ... + q ~ (T(a+1)) ^nötL(n) (3.2)o 1 n
00
as n -*■ 00. Furthermore, q = E f is monotone non-increa s ingn rr = n+1
in n, and therefore for a > o, (3.2) is equivalent to
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q ~ (r (a+1)) 1na_1L(n) (3.3)n
as n ->• 00. That is, q = P (V. > n) is regularly varying withn l
exponent a - 1. Now using Theorem 7 of Feller [8] we obtain 
from (3.3) that,
p (L„ ä ^  X ) - G (1_o) (K-'1-“’ \
as n -*■ 00. Thus for a > o , no limit result of the form 
-1 Pa L -»• 1 a s n -> 00, i s possible, n n
Using Theorem 6 of Feller [8], we see that in order
that there exist two sequences of norming constants such that
P (L • < y + xa ) -*■ V(x)n n n
as n -* 00, where V(x) is a proper distribution function, it
is necessary and sufficient that,
q ~ n M (n ) n
where o < ß < 2 and M(n) is slowly varying as n But if
_  O
1 < ß < 2, q ~ n  PM(n) implies (by the Lemma P272 Feller [7]) n
that F "* (1) < 00, which is impossible as p = 1. When o < ß < 1
we have, using Theorem 5 Feller [7] P423,
Q (t) - (1-t)e_1M((1-t)-1)
as t -*■ 1 giving by Heyde [ 11 ] that (3.1) holds for a = 1 - ß.
So with the exception of the case ß = 1 (a = o) when suitably
normed has a proper limit distribution if and only if (3.1)
holds.
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Lemma 1.3.2. If lim n ^{P(6- > o) + ... + P(S > o)} = o,_ 1 nn+°°
-1 Pthen there exists a sequence {d } such that d K -* 1 as n ->n n n
Proof. Suppose
lim n 1{p(S1 > o) + ... + P(S > o)} = o
n-*°° 1
(3.4)
exists so that
q + q, + . . . + q ~L(n)->o 1 n
as n -* » (F"(l) = °°) . Now,
q + q, + ... + q = E rf + (n+l)q ,o 1 n r nr = o
so that
(nq ) 1 E rf = (nq ) 1 (q + q + ••• + q ) - n 1 (n + 1). (3.5)n r n o 1 nr=o
Hence the left hand side of (3.5) tends to infinity as n -»■ 00
if and only if u = (nq ) ‘'’(q + ... + q )  ->00a s n- * - 00. Nown n o n
Q .(t)= E (q + .. . + q )tI o n  n = o
= (1-t)"1 Q(t)
and
Q2 (t) = E nq^t 
n = o
t E nq t nn = o
n-1
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t It f2 (t)}
= Q(t) E t P (S > o )
i nn= 1
OO
as Q(t) = exp { E n '*'tnp(S > o) }, so that we have
*1 nn=l
oo
(Q,(t))"10.(t) = { (1-t) I tnP(S > o)}"1 .
n= 1
Al so
(1-t) E tnp(S > o) = t - (1-t) E tnp (S $ o), n , nn=l n=l
and
n {P(S. $ o) + ... + P (S s o) } + 11 n
as n by virtue of (3.1) . Thus using Theorem 5, P423 of
Feller [7],
(1-t) E t P (S $ o) -* 1
i nn = 1
as t t 1 and hence,
(1-t) E t P (S > o) -> o 
1 nn = l
as t + 1. Thus, from (3.6), 
(Q2 (t) ) “1Q1 (t) -*• « (3.7)
as t + 1. (3.7) is clearly impossible if lim sup u < c < “ ,nn-*-°°
for then,
CO oo
(Q (t)) 1Q (t) = { E nq tn } 1 { E (q +... +q )tn } £ c.
£ 1 n o nn=o n=o
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Next suppose that lim sup u = 00 , lim inf u < 00. We have,n n
->-00 r-* —VOO
({n + 1)qn + l )"1(qo + *-* + V n *n + 1
(n+1) 1nq 1,q u + (n+1)n + 1 n n
-1
5 (n+1) ^nu + (n+1) 1n
as q > q ,, so that ^n n+1
u 1u ..5 (n + 1) 1n + ((n + l)u ) 1 ■+ 1 n n + 1 n
as n -+ 00 since
(n+l)u = n ^(n + D q  ^(q +... + q )n n o  n
~ q ^ ( q + . . .  + q ) •+ 00n o n
as n -+ 00, in view of q +... + q - L(n) -+ 00 and q -+ o as^o ^n n
n -+ 00. Henc e ,
lim inf u u , -+ 1^ n n+1n-+°°
(3.8)
Now, when lim sup u = 00, lim inf u < 00, we can choosen n
n - > ° °  n->°°
subsequences { tk } and { 5 ^  ) such that tk >  TK -+ 00, 5^ 00
as i -+ °°, and u -+ 00, u . $ c < 00. In this case we clearly?i n.
have (u„ ) ^u -*■ o as i -+ <», but this contradicts (3.8)5 . n ,1 1
since n . > 5 . •1 1
We conclude that lim inf u
n-»-°°
That is
n
(nq ) I rf n rr=o
as n ->- This gives however (using Theorem 3, P233 of
Feller [7]), the existence of a sequence of constants
r i -1 PId 1, d 00 as n -* 00, such that d K -* 1 as n -* 00. n n n n
-1 PLemma 1.3.3. Let (d(n)) K -* 1 as n 00 , where d(n) is an
function of regular variation with exponent 0 > o, (that is,
0
d(n) - n M(n) as n where M(n) is slowly varying as n -*■ °°)
Then ,
(a (n) ) 1L 5 1 n
as n -*■ 00, where d(a(n)) ~ n as n -* 00 and a(n) is also
regularly varying with exponent 0
Proof. We first show that for any 6 > o.
P( K [n(l-ö)] < d(n)) lf P( K [n(l + ö)] < d(n)) °
as n -* 00. Let n* = [n(l-6)] £ n(l-6) . We have,
p (Kr /I a m  < d(n) )Ln (1-6) J
= P(K < d(n)) n*
5 p(K < d(n* (1-6) 1))n* ' '
and (d(n*)) 1 d(n*(l-6) 1) (1-6) 9 > 1 as n* so that
P (Rr ,n < d(n) ) 1[n(1-6)J
-1 Pas n 00, since (d(n)) K -* 1 implies P (K < (1 + e) d(n*)) -> 1n n *
as n -*■ 00, for any e > o. Now let n** = [n(l + 6)], we have
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P<K[n(l+S)] ‘ dln>>
= P(K < d(n)I n * *
S P (K < d ( (n * * + l) (1+6)_1)) n * *
—  1 —  1 “ 0and ( d (n * *) ) d ( (n** + l ) (1 + 6) ) ■+ (1 + 6) < 1 as n** ■+ °°. Thus
-1 PP (K < d (n ) ) -+ 1 as n -+ 00, since (d(n)) K ■+ 1 implies
[n(1+6)] n
that P (K ^  < (l-e)d(n**) ) -+ o as n** -+ 00 for any e > o. n * *
Thus we have
P (L < a (n) (1+6 ) ) -+ 1, P(L < a (n) (1-6 ) ) -+ o, n n
-1 Pas n -+ 00, where d(a(n)) ~ n. Hence (a(n)) -+ 1 as required.
To make use of the preceding Lemmas, the distribution
of T^ or IK must be known for p = 1. Cohen [5] has found these
distributions for M/G/l, (P609;610) and GI/M/1, (P616) in the
case of var (s - (t - t ) ) < 00. However we have ifn n+1 n
var (s - (t , - t )) is finite then P(S < o) -+ h as n -+ 00 ,n n+1 n n
by the central limit theorem. It therefore follows that the
preceding Lemmas are only relevant in the restricted case
where either var s or var (t , - t ) is infinite, and son n + 1 n
Cohen's results cannot be utilised.
However for var (s - (t , - t ) ) < 00 , limitingn n+1 n ^
distributions have already been determined for W and ,n t
Iglehart and Whitt [14] have used the theory of weak convergence
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in the metric space D[0,l] to establish a result (Theorem 9.1 
of [14]) of which the following is a special case.
2Theorem 1.3.1. If p = 1, var X = a < °° , E(s ) = a =n n
E (t , - t ) , then for all x > o,n+1 n 3
-1 -h 7 -1 -hlim P (a n W $ x) = lim P(aza t Q $ x) = G(x) n , tn-x» t-x»
where
4 oo - 1
G (x) =7 1 (2k + l) _1 (-1) k exp {-Tr2 (l + 2k) (8x2) }. 
k = o
(N.B. Iglehart and Whitt [14] give an incorrect expression 
for G(x), perpetuating an error in Billingsley [3]).
The following theorem is also easily derived from a 
resultin [14].
2Theorem 1.3.2. If p = 1, var X = a < <*>, E(s ) = a =n n
E (t , -t ), then for all x > o, n + 1 n
L _ 1 _ j,
lim P(a a t w $ x) = G(x) 
t+°°
Proof. By Theorem 6.2 of [14] we have W' converges weakly
3 n-1 , Tto a f(t), where W = a o W(nt), o $ t $ 1, are randomn
random functions in D[0,l], W(nt) being the maximum waiting 
time observed up till time nt, and f(£) being a random function 
described on P152 of [14]. We now apply the continuous
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mapping theorem (Theorem 5.1, Billingsley [3] P30), using the
continuous functional h : D[0,l] -* R, defined for any
x e D[0,1] by h(x) = sup x(t). This gives,
o $ t £l
h  — 1lim P(a o n W(n) <: x) = G(x) 
n ^ ° °
which is equivalent to (see [3] P16),
\ — I —lim P(a a t W(t) £ x) = G(x)
t->°°
A limit result for can presumably be obtained 
using the methods of [14] Section 7, but we shall not attempt 
this.
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Section 1.4 The GI/G/1 queue for p > 1.
Theorem 1.4.1. If p > 1, var X = 0  < 00 , E(s ) = b,
n n
2 - 3  - 3E (t _ - t ) = a , Y = a var(t _ - t ) + b var(s ), thenn + l n  n + l n  n
-1 - hlim P (0 n (W (b-a)n) £ x) = ffi(x)nn->°°
and
where
lim P ( y 1 t **(0 - (a 1 - b 1 )t) £ x) = M x ) ,
t->°°
-Is X  -Is 2$ (x ) = (2 7T) j e U du.
Proof. The result for Q^ _ follows from Theorem 3.1 of [14] in 
the same m a nner as T h e o r e m  1.3.2 above follows from Theorem
6.2 of [14]. The result for W can also be obtained using weakn
co nv erg enc e theory, but it cannot be deduced immediately from 
the results given by Iglehart and Whitt, so we shall give a 
direct p r o o f .
Write M = max S, , S = 0 ,  and let w be the waiting n , k o no £k £n
time of the nth customer. Then,
n + 1 (w + X ) , n >, o,n n + 1
where w = 0  and for any real number x, x = max ( o , x ) . o
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We find that
w = max (S - S . )K , K
S, + max ( - S . ) , k . , io £k
so that
W = max w, n , ko £k $n
£ M + max (-S . ) . n . -jo£ j Sn
(4.1)
B u t , since E(X^) = b - a > o,
p r o b a b i l i t y  one (Spitzer [19]
-Ja Pn max (-S.) -* 0 as n -* 00.
o£ j Sn 3
(Heyde [13] ) ,
—  1 —  ^ 5lim P(a n (M - n E (X .))n i
lim max (-S.) is finite with 
n->°° o£j£n J
Theorem 4.1), so that
Furthermore, it is known that
$ x) = as (x) , (4.2)
so that using (4.1) and (4.2) and applying Theorem 4.1 of [3] 
we obtai n
-1 -  hlim P(a n (W n(b-a)) < x ) = $(x)nn->oo
as required.
P r e s umably limit results for W and can also be 
ob ta in ed  in this context, but we shall not enter into a 
d is cu ss io n of this question.
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Section 1.5 Relations between relevant queueing constants.
As before, let be the probability that n customers
are served in a busy period and write d = P(S > 0 ) . Thenn n
from Prabhu [18] P146,
F (t) = Z f tn = 1 - exp {- Z n ^tn (l-d )}.i n , nn=1 n=1
The expected number of customers served in a busy
00
period can be written as y = F^(l) = Z nf . We also havei n n = 1
Z nf tn = (1-t) 1 (1-F(t))1 11 n= 1
oo
— 1 n= exp { Z n t d } ,n
so that
exp { Z n ^d } , n n= 1
When p < 1, E (X .) = b - al
OO_ -1Z n d < 00. Thus when p i n
< o ,
< 1 ,
and so by Spitzer [19], 
y is finite.
From Cohen [5] P286, we have that m, the expected 
duration of a busy cycle can be written m = ay for p < 1, 
and thus the calculation of y will also give us m. For 
M/M/1 and M/D/1 queues, y = (1 — p)  ^. (see Prabhu [18] P196
and P38 respectively).
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The parameter y occurs frequently in limit results in
queueing theory. For instance, in a GI/M/1 queueing situation
with p < 1, let q and w be the queue length and waitingn n
time the nth customer encounters on his arrival. Also
let nQ be the largest positive zero of a(x) + bx - 1.
Then for all fixed integers k, k > o,
k1im P (q < k ) nn->-°°
1 - n
and for all fixed real x, x > o
1im P (w < x) nn->°°
-1
1 - n e o
-b (l - n  )xo
where n = (by) “ . We have from Prabhu [18] P104, thato
-1 -1ay = (pnQ ) / giving Hq = (by) ; by being the expected 
duration of the busy period. Moreover, reference to Theorem
1.2.1 will show that n being the largest positive zero of 
ct (x ) 4 bx 1 is also the v of Theorem 1.2.1. Thus for
example we can rewrite Corollary 1.2.1 as
-1 P -1 P(by logn) W 1 , (-log(l-y )) (logn)Q 1, n n
as n °°.
In the M/M/1 queueing situation with p < 1, we have
that £ A p (see Theorem 1.1.1 and Theorem 1.2.1).
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Chapter 2 : The maximum waiting time in GI/G/1
queues with p < 1.
In this chapter we consider the limiting behaviour 
of the maximum waiting time in GI/G/1 queues with
p < 1.
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Section 2.1 The limiting behaviour of the maximum waiting 
time and the maximum queue length in GI/G/1 
queues with p < 1.
In Chapter 1 we considered the limit behaviour of 
the maximum waiting time and the maximum queue length in the 
queues M/G/l and GI/M/1. In Chapter 2 we shall consider the 
limit behaviour of the maximum waiting time in the general 
GI/G/1 context. We shall attempt to find conditions under 
which there exist norming constants (3n ) such that
-1 P3 W -► 1. It is fairly clear that detailed results of the n n
type given by Theorems 1.1.1 and 1.2.1 could not be expectedr
to hold in the general case.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let T^ be the maximum waiting time observed
in the ith busy period in a GI/G/1 queueing system with p < 1.
-1 P -1 PThen, 3 W 1 if and only if 3 max T. -*• 1 as n -> 00 .n n n k1 $k £n
Proof. Let L^ be the number of busy periods completed prior
to the arrival of the nth customer. Then,
max T $ W $ max T (1.1)
ISkSL k n ISkSL +1 k n n
r i -1 P -1Furthermore, it is shown in Heyde [10J that n L^ -* y as
-1 P -1n -> 00. Suppose n R -* y as n -* 00, where R is non-negativen n
integer valued, and for o < 6 < y-1 let E denote the event n
{[n(y ^-6)] £ R £ [n(y ^+6)]} while E is its complement,n n
Write Z max
l$k£n
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Now for fixed n, the events
r
{Zr < cn > = H  {T± < c^} r = 1,2,...,
i = 1
form a monotone non-increasing sequence so that
P (Z _ .. < c ; E )
[n (y 1+6)] n n
[n(y 1+6) ]
P(Z _ < c ; R = j)-1 o v n n n
[n ( p-1- 6 ) ] [n(l1 +S)]
[n(p 1+ 6 )]
E P (Z _ < c ; R = j)_ i R n n
j=[n(y -6)]
(1.2)
S P ( Z < c ; E ) .
r , ~  1 x . n n n[ n (y -6) ]
Also ,
P ( Z , < c ; E )
[n(y 1 - <5) ] n n
$ P (Z < c )
[n(y -6) ] n
-1
{ P ( T < c )} tn (Vi 6 ) ] 1 n
while 
P ( Z
[n(p 1+6)]
< c ; E ) n n
P (Z < c ) - P (Z < c ; E )
[n(y + 6)] n [n (y + 6)] n n
* P (Z _ < c ) - P (E )r / J. r> \ 1 n n[n(y +6) ]
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{P (T < c ) } 1 n
[n (y 1+ 6 )]
- P(E ) , n
so that from (1.2) ,
{P(T. < c ) }1 n
[n(y 1+ 6 )]
- P (E ) n
[n (y 1 + 6 ) ]
E P(Z^ < c , R = j)R n n
j = [ n (y -6 ) ] n
(1.3)
$ {P(T. < c ) }.1 n
[n (y 1 — 6 ) ]
-1 PNow suppose (3 max T. -+ 1 as n -* 00. Then for any e > o, 
n 1 $i $n 1
{P (T < 3 (l-e))}n+ o t {P(T. < 3, (1 + e ) ) }n-> 1,I n  I n
as n ■> 00 and from (1.3) we obtain
P (Z < ß (1-e); E ) -*- o, P ( Z D < a (1 + e); E ) -> 1 (1.4)R n n R n nn n
since P (E ) -* o as n -+ 00.n
-1 P -(1.4) read ily yields a Z^ -> 1, since P(E ) -> o and hencen R nn
-1 Pfrom (1.1) we obtain a W 1.n n
-1 PCon ve rsely suppose a W 1. Then using (1.1) , wen n
have
P (Z < a (1-e)) -> o, P (Z < a (1 + e)) -+ 1L +1 n L nn n
(1.5)
-1 P -1 -1 P -1as n ■+ 00 . We also have n (L +1) -* y and n L y as n -»■ 00,n n
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and using (1.3) we obtain,
{P(T. < 3 (1-e) ) }1 n
[n ( y 1 + 6 ) ]
-P (E ) n
v P (z , < ß (1-e) ; E )L +1 n nn
and
{P(T. < ß (1 + e ) }1 n
[n ( y 1- 6 )]
 ^ P(Z < ß  (1 + e) ; E ) . L n nn
Thus, using (1.5) and the fact that P(E ) -*■ o as n-> 00 , wen
have
{P ( T < ß (1- e ) ) }n -> o, { P (T < 3 (1 + e ) ) }n -> 1I n  I n
-1 Pas n -> 00 , giving 3 max T . -+ 1 and hence the th eorem is provedn , l1 £n
A similar th eorem using the same arguments can be
p r ov ed  for Q , using max U . <: Q £ max U. , where U. is
" ISiSL 1 'n ISiSL +1 1n n
the m a x i m u m  queue length o b s e r v e d  in the ith busy period. We 
simply state the result.
T h e or em  2.1.2. Let be the m a x i m u m  queue length ob s e r v e d
in the ith busy period in a GI/G/1 q u e ueing s i t uation with
-1 P -1 Pp < 1. Then q Q 1 if and only if a max U. -► 1 as n -+ 00. n n n l1 Si $n
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In order to apply Theorem 2.1.1 or Theorem 2.1.2, we need to
know when there exist norming constants {3 } such thatn
-1 P6 max T. -* 1 or norming constants {a } such that n . , k n1 £k $n
-1 Pa max U -+ 1. The question is answered in the following 
n l£k£n
Lemma where necessary and sufficient conditions are given 
in terms of the distribution function of either T. or U„ ,i l
whichever result being required. The lemma is given in a 
general form as it is of independent interest.
Lemma 2.1.1. Let i = 1,2... be a sequence of independent
and identically distributed random variables, with distribution
function F(x), such that F(x) < 1 for all finite x. Write
F(x) = 1 - F(x) and let V = max Y . . Then, the conditionn l1 £i £n
F(xy) = o(F(x)) as x -+ 00 for any fixed y > 1 is necessary
and sufficient for there to exist a sequence of constants
, -1 p {3 ) such that 3 V -+ 1 as n -* 00.n n n
-1 PProof. We shall first show the condition 3 V 1 as n -+ 00,n n
to be equivalent to the conditions
nF(3 (1+e)) -* o, nF(3 (1-e)) -> 00 n n (2 .1)
as n -*■ 00 for any e > o.
.-1 PWe note that 3 V -> 1 is equivalent to, n n
P(V < 3 (1 + e)) -+ 1, P (V < 3 (1-e)) -* o, n n n n
as n -> 00, for any e > o, which is simply
Fn ($ (1 + e) ) + 1, Fn (ß (1-e) ) -+ o,n n
as n -+ 00 . That these conditions are equivalent to (2.1) 
follows from the relation
- log (Fn (a )) ~ n F (a )n n
where a -+ 00 as n -+ 00. n
We shall now show that (2.1) is equivalent to,
F(xy) = o(F(x)) as x -+ 00 for all fixed y > 1. (2.2)
Assume (2.1) holds. Then, as F(x) < 1 for all x, 8 -+ 00 asn
n -+ 00, so that given any x, we can choose n = n(x) such that
8 , . . £ x £ 8 , x and n(x) -+ 00 as x -+ 00. Therefore for n (x ) ~ 1 n (x )
any e > o ,
F(8 , , ( 1 - e ) ) F ( x ( 1 - e ) )n (x)
------------------  $ -----------  • (2.3)
F ( ß . , . (1 + e) ) F(x(1 + e) )n (x)-1
But (2.1) holds, so that the left hand side of (2.3) tends to
infinity as x -+ 00 , since n(x) and x tend to infinity together,
We therefore have that (2.1) implies (2.2) .
For the converse assume (2.2) holds, and choose {8 }n
such that F (8 ) ~ n 1 . We then have {F (8 ) } 1F(8 (1 + e) ) -+ o n n n
and {F(8 )} ^F(8 (1-e)) ■+ 00 as n -+ 00 . This givesn n
nF (8 (1 + e)) -+ o and nF(8 (1-e)) -+ 00 as n -+ 00 , since F(8 ) ~ n  ^,n n n
so we have that (2.2) implies (2.1). The lemma is thus
established.
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Definition 2.1.1, We shall say that a distribution function 
F(x) such that F(x) < 1 for all x, belongs to the class D if F(x) 
satisfies (2.2).
The class D is quite extensive and includes the 
increasing failure rate (I.F.R.) functions. For further 
information on I.F.R. functions see Barlow and Proschan [2]. 
However D does not contain all distributions having analytic 
characteristic functions. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for a distribution F(x) to have an analytic characteristic
— 2T X — jr Xfunction is for any x > o, F(-x) = o(e ) , l-F(x) = o(e ) ,
for some r > o (Lukacs [17] P137) . For example, consider
the function l-F(x) = e ’ for x belonging to the
interval [n!,(n+l)!), n = 1,2... where a > o. Certainly F(x) 
has an analytic characteristic function, but we have F(yn!) =
F (n !) for all n > y - 1 and hence F(x) cannot belong to D.
There are also functions belonging to D which do not have an
h- xanalytic characteristic function. Consider F(x) = 1 - e , 
which clearly does not have an analytic characteristic function. 
For y > 1,
{F (x )} 1F(xy) “ x ” (y -1) 4e o
as x 00 and hence F(x) belongs to D.
Making use of Lemma 2.1.1, Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
can be reformulated as follows.
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Theorem 2.1.1(a). Let T^ be the maximum waiting time
observed in the ith busy period of a GI/G/1 queueing situation
with p < 1. There exists a monotone sequence of positive
-1 Pconstants {$ } with W 1 if and only if the distributionn n n
function of T^ belongs to D. If the distribution function of
-1 PT. belongs to D, then (3 } with 3 W -* 1 is givenl n n n
asymptotically by P(T^ > $ ) ~ n  ^.
Theorem 2.1.1(a) is easy to apply when the asymptotic 
behaviour of P(T^ > x) is known. This is the case for the 
system GI/M/1 and for the system M/G/l where the service time 
distribution has an analytic characteristic function. These 
results have been given by Cohen [5] and employed in Chapter 1.
For example, as cited in the proof of Theorem 1.1.1 we have
^ m . , -dxP (T > x) ~ b 2e
as x -*■ 00 for the system M/G/l with p < 1 and a service time 
distribution function having an analytic characteristic 
function. It is clear that the distribution function of T.l
belongs to D and that we can choose 3^ = d 1 logn , since
logb^n ~ logn as n Thus Theorem 2.1.1(a) gives
-1 Pd(logn) W 1 agreeing with Corollary 1.1.1. Similarly for
the GI/M/1 system (p < 1) we can apply Theorem 2.1.1(a) to 
-1 Pobtain v(logn) W -* 1 as in Corollary 1.2.1.
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Theorem 2.1.2(a). Let IK be the maximum queue length
observed in the ith busy period of a GI/G/1 queueing situation
with p < 1. There exist a monotone sequence of positive
-1 Pconstants {a } such that a Q 1 as n -* 00 if and only if, n n n
the distribution function of belongs to D. If the
distribution function of belongs to D , the {a^} with
“I P  -1-> 1 is given asymptotically by P(U^ > a^) ~ n
Comparing the results provided by Theorem 2.1.2(a) 
with those of Chapter 1 we find that they are in agreement.
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Section 2.2. A different approach to the problems of 
Section 2.1.
The trouble about Theorem 2.1.1(a) for general 
application is the difficulty in obtaining detailed information 
on the distribution of T_^ . Apart from the cases GI/M/1 and 
M/G/l dealt with in Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 2.1, no useful
results appear to be known about T^. In fact the problem of 
finding the distribution of T^ is equivalent to an important 
unsolved problem in fluctuation theory (see Cohen [5] P153,
P466-467 , P 4 8 2) .
On the other hand, if Y_^ , i = 1,2... are independent
and identically distributed random variables with distribution
function P(w £ x) = lim P(w £ x ) , where w is the waitingn nn->°°
time of the nth arriving customer, it seems plausible that
-1 P -1 punder suitable conditions ß max Y . -* 1 will imply ß W + 1.n . . l n nl£iSn
We shall go on to examine this question in detail.
The advantage of this formulation lies in the ready 
availability of information concerning the tail probability 
P(w £ x ) , in fact we shall later look at some useful general 
inequalities (Kingman [15]). It does seem that the tails of 
the distributions of w and T_^  are closely related.
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We commence our analysis with the following Lemma which 
seems relevant to a later conjecture, but is itself of 
independent interest in providing a result on the rate of 
convergence to stationarity of the distribution of the 
waiting time of the nth customer.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let w^ denote the waiting time of the nth
customer in a stable GI/G/1 queueing situation (p < 1). Then,
lim P (w $ x) = P (w $ x) and nn->°°
sup I P (w $■ x) - P (w <: x) I = o(n n 1x
+ 2a s n - > ° ° i f E ( X  ) <°°.
Proof. As p < 1 we have that lim P(w $ x) = P(w £ x) usingnn-*°°
results of Lindley [16], Now writing = P(S^ > o ) , and 
using results of Cheong and Heathcote [14] we obtain for any 
x  ^ o .
£ t {p(w £ x) - P(w £ x) } nn = o
$ (y(l-t))  ^{y't - t exp { £ n '‘tnk }}-t nn = l
(2.4)
where y = exp { £ n ^k } < 00, as p < 1 .
t nn = l
Also, since w has the same distribution as M = max S, , n n ko £k £n
So o , we have for x > o ,
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P(w $ x) = P (M _ £ x) $ P(M £ x) = P(w £ x).n+1 n + 1 n n
This holds for all n, so that
P (w $ x) £ P ( w  $ x) n
for all n and therefore
sup I P (w < x) - P (w $ x) I = sup {P (w < x) - P (w < x)} . n nX X
Then, from (2.4) and (2.5) ,
00
E tn s up I P (w <: x) - P(w <: x) I , nn = l x
(2.5)
£ (y(l-t)) ^{yt - t exp{ E n 1tnk }}
i nn = l
(2 .6 )
and we wish to show that the right hand side of (2.6) remains 
finite when t ->■ 1. We have
lim (y(l-t)) 1{yt - t exp{ E n 1tnk }} 
t+1 n-1 n
(-y) 1{y - exp{ E n ^k } - E k exp{ E n ^k } }. n . n _ nn=l n=l n=l
(-y) 1{y - y - y E k }
i nn= 1
E k 
n=l 1
So the right hand side of (2.6) is finite for t = 1 if and
only if E k < 00 . Heyde [12] has showed that for p < 1 ,  the
n=l .+ . 2condition E(X ) < 00 is necessary and sufficient for
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E k = E P(S > o) to be finite. Thus we have that under , n i nn=1 n=l
the conditions of the Lemma,
E sup P (w $ x )  - P (w < x) <°°.
n = l x
Now suppose that for a given integer m, sup|p(w < x) -nmx
P(w $ x)I is attained for x = x . Then using the stochasticmn
monotonicity property,
mn
E sup|P(w £ x) - P(w £ x)
r=(m-1)n x 
mn
5 E
r=(m - 1)n
{P(w S x ) - P (w $ x )}r mn mn
5 n {P (w £ x ) - P (w < x )}mn mn mn
= n sup IP (w $ x) - P (w $ x) I mn 1x
and the left hand side tends to o as n -* °° for fixed integer 
Thus,
sup IP(w $ x) - P(w £ x)I = o(n as required,n x
It is worth noting that X = s - (t , -t ) $ sn n n+1 n n
that E (X+ ) < 00 if E(s )Z = / t^dB(t) < 00. Therefore ifr-» '
the second moment of B(x), the service time distribution, is
finite, then sup|p(w $ x) - P(w £ x)I = o(n ^ ).n 1x
m .
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We are now in a position to formulate the following conjecture 
Conjecture 2.2.1. Let w^ denote the waiting time of
+ 2the nth customer in a GI/G/1 queue with p < 1 and E(X ) < 00. 
Let , i = 1,2... be independent and identically distributed 
random variables with distribution function P(w <: x) =
lim P(w £ x) and write W = max w, . If there exists a n n , kn^ -00 1 <k <n
r -i -1 Psequence of constants 13 s such that 3 max Y, 1n n , , k1 £k £n
-1 P(that is F(x) = P(w £ x) belongs to D) , then 3 W ->■ 1, asn n
Argument. Since p < 1, we have lim P(w £ x) = P(w < x)nn->°°
exists as a proper distribution function. Write
F,(x) = P (w. £ x) , F (x) = P(Yn  ^ x ) . Then, by stochastic: 1 y 1
monotonicity (see the argument given in the proof of Lemma 
2.2.1), F (x) £ F (x) £ F.(x) V. $ 1 (2.7)y 1+1 1 1
-1 PAssume 3 max Y •+ 1. We have from the proof of 
n lSkSn
Lemma 2.1.1 that nF (3 (1+e)) -* 0, nF (3 (1-e)) -+ 00, asy n y n
n -+ 00 for any fixed e > 0 , and we need to show that
P (w < 3 (1 + e ) ) -+ 1 and P (W < 3 (1-e)) -> 0 as n -> 00. Wen n n n
shall deal with the former first, as it is readily treated.
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We h a v e ,
1-P(W < 3 (1 + e ) )n n
n
P ( U {'
j = l
* 8 (1 + e) )) n
n
S E P(w. £ 6 (1+e))
-i — i 3 n
n
= E F .(8 (1+e))
D = 1 D n
S nF (6 (1+e)) + oY n
as n ->■ 00, so that P(W < 6  (1 + e) ) 1 as n -+ 00 as required.n n
Now from the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 we readily see
that in order to show that P(W < 6 (1-e)) -* 0. it sufficesn n
to show that P(T. £ 8 (1-e) ) -* 00 as n -* 00. We have for fixed1 n
x > o ,
P(Tn £ x) = P(wn £ x) + E P(o<w.<x, l£j£n-l; w ^x)1 1 3 nn= 2
and it is conjectured that this representation can be used 
to show (by suitable truncation and condensation) that for 
any n ,
P (T £ x ) £ P (A ; w £ x )1 n
where A is some event with P(A) > o. If this is the case we 
expect to be able to find a constant c > o, such that for
P (T -2 x ) £ cP (w £ x) .1 n
any n
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The result of the conjecture would then follow immediately 
with the aid of Lemma 2.2.1. We note that it follows from 
Cohen [5] P152; 153 that for x > o,
P(w  ^ x) £ P (T^ £ x).
There is an important class of queues for which it 
is easy to apply Conjecture 2.2.1. This is done in the 
following Conjecture.
Conjecture 2.2.2. Consider a GI/G/1 queueing
situation with p < 1. Suppose that for some c > o, 
cs
E(e n ) < oo and that
inf {/°° dB (y)//“’e*1 ( Y_X) dB (y) } > 0, where n = sup{6>0; 0(0)<l) 
x>o X X
-1 pand <J> (0) = E(e ) . If <p (n) = 1, we have n(logn) W -> 1n
as n -* 00 .
Argument.Using results of Kingman [15] we find that under 
the conditions of the conjecture,
ae ^X £ F^(x) =  P(w > x) £ e nx (2.8)
+ 2for some a > o and any fixed x > o. We also have E(X ) < 00,
CSn 2since E(e ) < 00 certainly implies E(s ) < °°.
Take 3 = n ^logn, then nF (3 (1 + e)) -»• o,n y n
nF (3 (1-e) ) ■> 00 as n 00, in view of (2.8) and the resulty n
follows from Conjecture 2.2.1.
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We note that the result of Conjecture 2.2.2 is correct 
for GI/M/1 queues, or M/G/l queues whose service time 
distributions have analytic characteristic functions. We 
have
4. (6) = ß (-9) a ( 0 )
so that in the GI/M/1 case,
(f)(6) = (l-b6)_1a(0)
and in the M/G/l case,
(f)(0) = (l + a0)_1ß(-0) .
Thus, for the GI/M/1 case n is the smallest positive 
root of a(0) + b0 - 1 = o. That is n is the v of Theorem 1.2.1. 
For the M/G/l case n is the smallest positive root of 
8(-0) - a0 - 1 = o. That is n = d (see Theorem 1.1.1). The
results given by Conjecture 2.2.2 thus agree with the 
corresponding results given by Corollary 1.2.1 and Corollary 
1.1.1 respectively.
Conjecture 2.2.2 can be easily applied to GI/E^/1 
queues when p < 1. Here
( 0 ) = ( X- 0 ) ~k Ak a ( 0 ) ,
where A = kb  ^ and hence n is the smallest positive root of 
Aka (0) - ( X-0)k = o.
It is plain that the service time distribution B(x) 
plays a major part in determining the form of limiting 
distributions for the maximum waiting time and the maximum
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queue length when p < 1. In the M/G/l queueing situation,
B(x) is assumed to have an analytic characteristic function 
to obtain useful results, but in the GI/M/1 case comparable 
results can be obtained with no restrictions whatsoever on 
the form of A(x), the interarrival distribution. This 
comment also applies to the limiting distributions of the 
waiting time and queue length when p < 1. The M/G/l queue 
(p < 1) has complicated expressions for the limit 
distributions of the waiting time and queue length (see 
Cohen [5] P255; 247). In the GI/E /I queue, on the other
.K
hand, these limit distributions are particularly simple in
form (Prabhu [18] P170; 171).
It is interesting to note that for p < 1, all the
norming constants determined or conjectured thus far for
the maximum waiting time, have been of the form clogn, where c
is a positive constant. We have therefore, if our conjecture
is correct, that for a wide range of queues in the GI/G/1
class, the maximum waiting time observed up till the arrival
of the nth customer can be expected to be of the order of logn
when the traffic intensity p < 1.
It seems possible that the preceding methods could be
applied to find limit results for 0 instead of W . Howevern n
if appears difficult even to obtain an equivalent of Lemma
2.2.1 for 0 .~n
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A ( . ) 
a
B ( . )
b
Ln
Sn
sn
T . l
tn
U.l
Xn
[x]
W n
w n
Index of Notations 
i n terarrival time distribution
first moment of the interarrival time distribution  
service time dist ribution
first moment of the service time distribution
number of busy periods completed just prior to the 
arrival of the nth customer
number of busy periods completed up to time t 
ex pected duration of the busy cycle
ma x i m u m  queue length observed up to the arrival of 
the nth customer
m a x i m u m  queue length ob served up to time t
queue length just prior to the arrival of the nth 
customer
n-1
= Z X.l1=0
service time of the nth customer
m a x i m u m  w a i ting time ob served in the ith busy period 
arrival moment of the nth customer
ma x i m u m  queue length obs e r v e d  in the ith busy period
=s - (t -t ) n n+1 n
integral part of x
m a x i m u m  wa iting time ob served up to the arrival of 
the nth customer
m a x i m u m  wa iting time observed up to time t 
waiting time of the nth customer
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Y = max U .n l*i$n 1
Z = max T .n l$i$n 1
a ( . ) Laplace transform of th e interarrival time distribution
3 ( . ) Laplace transform of the service time distribution
y expected number of customers served in a busy period
p traffic intensity
a2 = var Xn
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